Large, virus-like sinuous tubules in the endoplasmic reticulum of human neurons: report from a case of encephalopathy and brief critical review.
We report a case of a rapidly progressive, fatal non-inflammatory demyelinating disease, distinct from multiple sclerosis and lysosomal disorders, in a patient with progressive dementia. Electron microscopy of stereotactic brain biopsy samples revealed the presence in neurons of sinuous, double-walled cylindrical membranous structures within the cisterns of the endoplasmic reticulum. These structures were 75-80 nm in overall diameter, up to 1.5 mm long and had a 40- to 45-nm diameter core. The possibility that they might be viruses of the Filoviridae or Paramyxoviridae families was considered, but the inclusions differed in key morphological aspects from members of both virus families and there were no supporting clinical or pathological data. Neither was it possible to assign the structures to any other known virus family on the basis of their morphology. Such inclusions have been the subject of only three published reports over the past 20 years. Evidence suggests that they may be confined to human central nervous system neurons, but occur in unrelated disorders (Alzheimer's disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, meningoencephalitis, low-pressure hydrocephalus, demyelination). The possibility that they are formed in certain neurons by an abnormal internal budding process, as a response to a variety of pathological insults, is considered most likely, although an infectious origin (such as an unrecognised virus with variable clinical effect) cannot be ruled out.